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From Where I Sit
Notes from the President

While the sidecarist is part of the mo-
torcycle scene he is unique among his peers.
He is not better; just different. He is a
family man and enjoys the companion-
ship of other family members. They do not
need to be sidecarists, just good, friendly
folks.

The sidecarist may not wave at you
when he is travelling. Not because he is too
good, or is unfriendly, but because he is
holding both hands firmly on the bars to
prevent the deadly front-end wobble from
starting.

Instead, look closely at his helmet and
see if he gives a slight nod of recognition,
or flashes his headlight at you as a friendly
wink. Never expect him to wave at you
when he is drifting a heavy rig through a
hard left-hander at speed.

The sidecarist is known for doing his
own thing. He is somewhat independent and
does not like to be told what to do. Tradi-
tional? Perhaps handed down from his
forebears who at one time were more plenti-
ful than soloists.

He did his courting on his rig. (The
early machines did not have a starter motor
nor a clutch nor a gearbox - how do you
expect a young woman clad in ankle length
skirts to clamber onto the back of a tall
moving bike?).

He raised his family from infancy
onwards in the sidecar. (The early horseless
carriage was out of reach of most working
class folks). As his offspring grew a larger
sidecar was installed.

Then they, in turn, drove their own solo
or a sidecar outfit.

The USCA support at the grass roots
level takes the form of participation in
chapter activities. Only general guidelines
are offered by the USCA as the name of the

game is to have fun, enjoy, and do your
thing at thid level.

Keep in mind our numbers while small,
our members do include a large cross sec-
tion of the populous.

You will find families with infants,
with small children, with teenagers, single
parents, young men and women, and couples
without children. All have a place at our
functions.  No one is turned away.

Some like to camp, others to go on a
brisk run, or a more leisurely run. Some like
games, others to chat and bench race. All
are invited.

It disappoints me to hear the occasional
grumbling that a person feels left out be-
cause of an infant, or a small child, or a
teenager.

Let's try to make all our members and
their guests feel right at home. Extend to all
the hospitality that sidecarists are known to
possess.

With Jim Bartley of Mesa, AZ coming
on stream as our new National Chapter
Director, let's give him every chance to
guide and build our Chapters to where we
are proud to attend the local events.

You will see his introduction elsewhere
in these pages.

We also welcome on board, as Vice
President, Jeff Sposata of Houston, TX. Jeff
will visit with me and breathe new life into
our various programs.

Hal Kendall, President
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Editorial
Lean-out

"I got something you'll want to see",
said my Minnesota cousin, Myron. We had
just entered the grounds of Thresherman's
Hill, where the Western Minnesota Steam
Threshers Reunion, was about to hold their
35th annual exposition. If you can't remem-
ber all that big name, "Rollag", will do,
nicely.

I had come to Rollag, with Myron, to
see his Reeves steam tractor, that he houses
there, along with tons of other antique steam
equipment, belonging to other steam fanat-
ics. Rollag is, in effect, a machinery mu-
seum that operates.

But we wound up away from the ma-
chinery, over in a trailer parking area, where
many owners of the old equipment live, for
the summer months. And as we rounded a
row of trailers, there is was.

I burst out laughing as I looked on a
small sidecar outfit, a bit crude in construc-
tion, and totally out of place.

How many of you remember the Rupp
motorcycle? I do, along with the Bridge-
stone, and others. And here in front of me,
was a Rupp, resplendent with home brew
cargo hack. But not just a hack... a leaning
outfit, no less.

Turns out the old gentelman who owns
the outfit, has been hacking, on and off,
since his first outfit in 1918, a Harley-
Davidson. He's a pilot, to boot.

The Rupp began it's present incarna-
tion, being dug out of a trash pile, along
with enough other stuff to build the hack.
And if that isn't enough, there is a second
similar rig, running around Rollag, built up
from an old Yamaha Twin Jet 100.

The Western Minnesota Steam Thresh-
ers Reunion, usually takes place around the
first weekend in September, and runs for
about four days. Gate admission is about $5
a day, or $8 for the season, and for that,
there is a full sized operating steam passen-
ger train, daily steam parades at 10a.m. and
2p.m. (35 steam traction engines on dis-
play!), antique cars and trucks, grain thresh-
ing, steam plowing, vintage merry-go-round,
pioneer crafts and exhibits, fiddler jambo-
rees and more. For $10 more, primitive
camping is available for four days.

The point of all this being, if you're in
the Fargo-Moorhead, Detroit Lakes, Fergus
Falls area around this time, traveling with
your rig, it's an interesting view into the
past.

Threshermen's Hill is on State Highway
32, between US 59 and I-94. From I-94,
take the Downer Exit and go east on County
Rd. 10, then south on 32.

For information, contact; Lynette
Briden, Secretary, 2610 1st Ave. N., Fargo,
ND 58102.

The Rupp >>>
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Letters
LOOKING GOOD

I just received my new Sept./Oct. SIDE-
CARIST. Each issue seems to be getting better
and better. I especially liked David Hough's
article on sidecar mounts.

Something as clear cut and straight forward
as this article, has been needed for a long time. I
wonder if David could get this article reprinted in
other, more solo oriented publications?

The SIDECARIST is worth waiting for a
few extra days [due to mail delays].

Larry Alger, Motorvation Engineering
Montrose, CA

BMW-TROIKA COMBO
From time to time, our SIDECARIST

editors have asked for information on our rigs
and ourselves, as individuals. I have what I think
is a unique rig, and I would like to share.

I am 72 years old and have been riding
motorcycles for many years. With all my experi-
ence, there are very few things I have enjoyed
more than I enjoy the experience of my BMW-
TROIKA outfit. The TROIKA is built in Ger-
many, and the motorcycle is a completely rebuilt
BMW which is rebuilt  by Heidenwag + Krautter
Gmbh, in the city of Schorndorf, not by BMW.
In Germany, you can not install just any sidecar,
or other accessory to a motorcycle, unless it has
been approved by the government. This com-
bination has been approved.

The rig is powered by an 800cc engine. It
has a new and stronger frame, leading link fork,
new 15-inch wheels for automotive tires, and a
heavier rear suspension. The sidecar is a high
quality unit with a sturdy frame and a 12-inch
wheel. The unit handles very well and is a
delight to pilot. An outfit of this same type, has
won the Paris-Dakar race, three times. A top
speed of greater than an 85 mile per hour speed-
ometer has been recorded.

It is one of very few in the United States, if
not the only one. If there are other TROIKA
owners in our membership, I would be pleased to
hear from them.

Clifford L. Mueller #555M 210 Arroyo
Pinon Dr., Sedona, AZ 86336.

WANTS DREYER INFO
Dear Mr. Roach,

I was given your address by Mr. Merwin
Tober, whom I met at a recent AJS/Matchless
rally. I have a Dreyer sidecar, which I am plan-
ning to attach to my 1967 BMW R60. Could you
please help with the following questions:

Where can I get further information about
my sidecar. I am told it is one of eight, made by
"Pops" Dreyer.

Where can I get information about neces-
sary modifications to the BMW, and about
correct alignment of the chair with the bike?

Dr. Paul R. Ogushwhitz 76 Cedar Lake
West Denville, NJ 07834

FROM AUSTRALIA
I have a 1984 Harley-Davidson FLH and

wish to fit a QD sidecar for touring. The Austra-
lian sidecars mount on the left side and do not fit
factory motorcycle frames. Sidecar information
is hard to come by in Australia.

Can you advise information on chassis,
mounts, suspension, brakes, and so forth. Any
plans or literature or addresses where I can order
parts.

Sincerely

J. Lawrence, 171 Mt Dandedong Rd.
Croydon, 3136, Victoria, Australia
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Letters..
Dear J.L.:

Harley-Davidson makes only rght-hand
sidecar outfits. You can re-make a left-hand H-D
sidecar frame, as has been done by a USCA
member in Australia. Do not attempt this unless
you are a fully qualified mechanic with access to
machine shop and welding utilities.

Many different makes of sidecars have been
fitted to Harley-Davidsons in America with good
results. Some sidecars are fitted to motorcycles
using a special mounting sub-frame. The frame is
customized for the sidecar, and the motorcyle
sub-frame mounts to the cycle and the sidecar
mounts sub-frame. Usually the sub-frame
accomodates the two lower mounts; the upper
mounts fit onto the motorcycle frame. The sub-
frame may not always be necessary.

Hal Kendall

ENGLISH ON THE BRITISH
I think Hal Kendall was unsympathetic to

Paul Arblaster's predilection for British bikes in
his response to Paul's query about sidecaring
with such bikes [V12, Issue 6].

British motorcycles make swell chair
pullers -- many older ones have built in mounting
lugs. The weight and wind resistance of chair and
passenger will slow 'em down, like any bike, but
intelligent choices and realistic expectations will
keep the fun factor right up where it should be.

I present my '74 Triumph and '87 Velorex
562 combination as a good example. Late model
for easy parts availability, disc brake, full 750cc's
of single carburetor grunt, lightweight hack with
full features and traditional appearance. I find
freeways no challenge at all for my "stout and
lusty" motor. Mountain grades with a loaded
chair can be a problem, but relief is usually only
a down-shift away. The higher revs raise some-
thing else, the vibration level, and that is a
negative factor. We anglophiles must come to
terms with this one way or another. The Norton
Commando and BSA/Triumph triples are suffi-

ciently smooth, but my Triumph twin inspires me
to consider a larger front sprocket (that's right,
taller gearing) to drop my revs at cruising speeds.
This would enable me to flirt with speeding
tickets more easily, and cost an extra down-shift
on hills.

But a multi passenger chair is a daunting
idea. Best to find an old passengers-lined-up-
fore-and-aft model. The modern side by side
chairs are so wide as to present too much wind
resistance.

Speaking of frontal area, trimming my
Velorex windshield to five inches high, gave me
five more miles per gallon and a noticeably
better readiness to roll at higher speeds.

My outfit rolls so readily in dismounted
maneuvers that I can't imagine wanting a reverse
gear. I haven't gotten myself into any deep
ditches, but it's a real pleasure to roll around
compaired to a solo. No sidestand spearing your
leg, no struggling to keep it upright, and full
steering lock is easily brought into play.

No matter what ones design and farbication
abilities, I would suggest gaining experience with
a commercially available sidecar, to develop ones
understanding of sidecar dynamics, and clarify
goals to be pursued by custom building. Warm
up the frying pan before jumping into the fire!

Ben English #3812E Albany, NY

Ben:
Different horses for different courses.  I

have buried not one, but four of the best of the
British bikes, 1 of 500 cc, and 3 were 650’s all
pulling medium chairs.  None could withstand
the constant high speed long distance pounding
at near full throttle as required for todays high-
way cruising.  Great for spirited trips about town,
or short bursts on the highway.

Nothing will beat a large displacement
motor that you can set up and cruise at some-
where between one third to one half throttle.

Hal.
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Rally
Y'All Come
June 22 - 25 , 1989
NATIONAL SIDECAR
RALLY GEORGIA'S
Stone Mountain Park
Sponsored by :
the United Sidecar Association , Inc .

The rally will be held at world famous
Georgia Stone Mountain Park, 16 miles east of
Atlanta. Your hosts for this quality event will be
the Southeastern Chapter, United Sidecar Asso-
ciation. Camping will be at the Stone Mountain
Park Campground, one of the most beautiful in
the Southeast. Every site is shaded; has water and
electricity; and a lake view.

There will be poker runs (long and short),
and a guided tour of the North Georgia moun-
tains which have some of the best biking roads in
America. There will be a ride-about program
where every entrant is given a different destina-
tion and must bring back evidence that they
found the correct destination. Prizes for all
events. T shirts, hats, badges, and other memen-
tos to be on sale.

You'll be sure to remember the truly fine
Saturday night all-you-can-eat Southern buffet
featuring smoked barbecued pork, southern fried
chicken, salad bar, brunswick stew, baked beans,
corn-on-the-cob, and all the trimmings.

Plan now on joining us for the first ever national sidecar rally in the southeast !!

Watch for registration information in the Sidecarist and other cycling publications .

Contact following: Mr. Larry Lehr, 2444 Swanson Court , Marietta, Georgia 30066, (404) 928 -
2111 or Mr. Gene Williams, Rt 1, Box 388 B, Guntersville, Alabama 35976, (205) 586 - 4678

See the next Sidecarist for Registration information, or send a stamped self-addressed envelope
to one of the above addresses.

Free laser show every night at the park ! Free coffee and kool-aid at the campground !

You don't have to have a sidecar or even a motorcycle! Everyone welcome!

The awards ceremony will be held in the
pavilion after the meal. A snack bar will be on-
site at the campground.

Restrooms/showers are strategically located
and well maintained. The campground has a
well-equipped playground for the kids. There are
motel accommodations for those who will not be
camping. Flash! Flash! All field events will be
held in a large covered pavilion, so rain or shine,
we'll have field events and a bike show. There
will be 24 hour security. Vendors will be on site.
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The Past/Deadlines
THE WAY WE WERE
TEN YEARS AGO...1979:
"Going Bare-headed" sounds risque at first, but

is wearing helmets.

"Nostalgia Steib Developments" is always
interesting.

To prove things never change, there is an article
titled, "Do Polls Sponsored by Government
Agencies Truly Reflect The Will Of The
People

FIVE YEARS AGO...1984:
Interesting articles:

"Sahara Trek" by  Chris Sumner,

"Trailering",

"More on Sidecar Insurance"

Johnson Honored By Ridge Cycle Associa-
tion"

Beautiful photos and report on the Annual
Griffith Park Sidecar Rally.

The Industrial News column is full with articles
Thompson Cyclecars' new line of accessories,
Nady motorcycle tercom and ads for Motorva-
tion, Neosho, motorcycle trailers.

If members wish to have a issue, send
request and $ 2.00 (US) for each issue (to cover
postage and handling) to: Joh Kliefoth, 21650 -
125th Way, City West, AZ 85375.

DEADLINES, ISSUES, DATES:
Vol. Issue Cover dates Ed.deadline

13 No.2 1Mar.-14 Apr. 15 Jan.

13 No.3 15 Apr.-31 May 1  Mar.

13 No.4 1 Jun.-14 Jul. 15 Apr.
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Update / SIP
Membership Update
New Committee Members - HAK

The USCA Executive Committee is pleased
to announce the elevation of Jim Bartley to the
position of National Chapter Director. Jim will
contact those who joined the ranks of Local
Chapter Director while Ron Bigger held this
post.

Local Chapter Directors wanting to contact
Jim may do so at:

Mr. Jim Bartley, USCA National Chapter
Director 257 S. 75 th Way, Mesa, Arizona
85208

Jim is better known as the spokesperson for
the Arizona Sidecar Association, a USCA affili-
ated club.

We are also pleased to welcome Jeff
Sposato to the Executive Committee as Vice
President. Jeff now serves as co-Local Chapter
Director of the Houston, Texas Chapter. Jeff will
become involved in a wide range of USCA
activities.

In keeping with our tradition, these officers
will assume these positions on a pro-tem basis
until ratified by the membership. In lieu of
formal voting slips, negative votes will be con-
sidered, if sent in writing, and for cause, to Hal
Kendall. In the absence of negative votes re-
ceived, these positions will be effective by the
next edition of the Sidecarist.

Hal Kendall, for the Exec. Comm.

Volunteers Needed
We need the services of an Advertising

Manager, task is compensated for time and effort.

Also need a person to track our advts in
outside publications. Please send your offer to
help to Hal Kendall.

Instructor News
Sidecar Instructor Program -by Ed Johnson,
S. Holland, IL National Training Coordinator

Certification Program
In response to demand, the ability to be-

come an official certified sidecar instructor will
be easier than before. A trial certification pro-
gram is planned to coincide with the 1989
National Sidecar Rally in Stone Mountain,
Georgia on June 22 to 25.

Knowledge of course material will be
determined by written testing, either before or
after the rally, while the ability to instruct will be
determined at the rally site.

Applicants must pass both sections before
qualification and certification.

Course fee
Course fee is set at $ 50 which includes

course materials and testing. Interested appli-
cants must have extensive sidecar driving experi-
ence, and hold a MSF Instructor Certificate or
other active teaching or training experience in
industry or the military. Class size will be limited
to the first 20 qualified applicants, but at least 15
must be enrolled for the class to be firmed up.

All interested parties should write to Ed
Johnson for further information, no later than
March 31. Be sure to include your qualifications
and experience, but do not send course fee. You
will be advised if the course will be held, and if
you have been accepted, no later than May 15,
1989. Course materials will then be sent upon
receipt of the fee.

Mr. Ed Johnson, 510 E. 162 nd Street,
South Holland, Illinois 60473

Ed Johnson
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Rally

SE Chapter “Get Together” - By Larry Lehr.
And it was! The morning of September

22nd, dawned bright and clear on the shores of
beautiful Lake Eufaula, Alabama. The location
was Lakepoint State Park, and a better selection
couldn't have been made. Alabama has an out-
standing state park system and Lakepoint is one
of the best scenic, well maintained and a perfect
spot for a biker rendezvous.

We got together, mainly to kick tires, talk
sidecars, tell lies and enjoy ourselves. Some
sidecar games were on the agenda and a meeting,
of sorts, was held to discuss issues needing
decisions for the '89 National Rally. Peter
Kerwin and his friends from the north Florida
area, put the meeting together and did a fine job.

Attending the “Get Together” were: Renick
and Joan Abbott (GW/Squire; Kenneth and Mary
Jo Faulkner (GW/Equalean); Eddie and Cindy
George (H-D/Velorex); Jim and Lynette

Doug Miller, with nephew Mike Cross, getting ready for field events.
Doug, a paraplegic, hand built the beautiful, laminated wood sidecar.

ALABAMA JUBILEE

McDonald (H-D/Velorex); Walter Hobbs (H-D/
Ultra); Doug Miller (Kaw/Homebuilt); Larry and
Carol Lehr (GW/Watsonian); Larry and Susan
Lippolis (BMW/EML GT); James and Margie
Hodge (GW/Calif.II); Glen Lillquist and Mary
Harrison (KZ1000); Peter and Beverly Kerwin
(BMW/Velorex); Bill Kurtz (BMW/Watsonian);
Gene and Suzon Williams (GW/EML GT II);
Adrian and Diana Sellers (BMW/Ural); Stan and
Sherry Friduss (Moto Guzzi & BMW); Paul and
Roxann Weekly (Moto Guzzi/Watsonian); Pat
Kelly (?); Charles and Ruth Young (H-D/H-D);
Dennis Williams

Many atendees had children with them, but
unfortunately, names were not all recorded. But
all was not lost! We did get the names of the kids
who were winners in the field events.

Three field events captured the imagination
of all who participated. Bean Bag in the Tire;
Bean Bag at the Cans; Golf (hopefully hit the
beach ball with a stick to knock over the cans).
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Scores were added up for all events and the
winners and runner ups were:
Kids six and under:
1st Place: Mishelle Williams (age 6)

2nd Place: [all ties]

Angela Lippolis (age 5),

Brian Williams (age 3),

Daniel Sellers (age 5),

Justin Kurtz (age 5),

Jeff Kerwin (age 2),

Ashley Lippolis (age 2).
Kids seven and over:
1st Place: William Weekley (age 11)

2nd Place: [all ties]

David Sellers (age 8),

Mike Cross (age 9),

Tricia Weekley (age 14).
Adults:
1st Place: Susan Lippolis

2nd Place: [tie]

Adrian Sellers and Bill Kurtz.

3rd Place: [tie]

Diana Sellers,

Larry Lippolis,

Bill Kurtz.

4th Place: Dennis Williams

All winners and runner ups received neat
gifts and resounding applause! Actually, all the
kids were winners (and parents, too).

Just as the rally meeting started, the clouds
parted and copious quantities of water (locally
called rain) fell among us. Since we had a cov-
ered picnic area, we dashed out to cover bikes
and resumed the meeting, the way us tough and
crusty bikers are supposed to operate.

Members and guests rode in from Florida,
Alabama, Georgia, Tennessee, Mississippi and
South Carolina, with a good time had by all! Our
chapter recruited five new members from this
get together.

Thanks again, Peter!

Gene Williams, with daughter Mishelle, in
chair, completing the ring toss

Larry Lehr, piloting, with Ken Faulkner,
attempting to knock down the bottles.

He missed.

Rally..
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‘tec Session
A BETTER STRUT
by Leslie McCoig

 When all-thread rod is used for construction of a
strut the fitting will be loose due to the poor fit. To
tighten the fitting I use three nuts as shown in the
sketch. The top nut is screwed up near the spade and
will later serve as the lock nut after assembly. The
center nut will be welded to the pipe as the work nut,
while the lower nut serves as a guide nut, and the one
that takes the play out of the connection.

The lower nuts should be 0.5 " apart. Drill two
holes through the pipe spaced 0.5 " apart along the
pipe, and at 180 degrees. When welding these nuts,
the heat from the welding will draw the nuts together a
trifle for a closer thread fit. The threaded rod should
remain in place until welding is complete and the unit
has cooled. Thread misalignment will thereby be
avoided.

Pipe thickness should be at least 1/8 ", preferably
3/16" for a stronger job and if your welding is not
perfect. The thicker the wall the less chance of steel
crystallization.

Left hand nuts often cost three times the cost of a
right hand nut. A usable turnbuckle MUST have one
end with a right hand thread, the other end with a left
hand thread. The ends will then move in or out as the
pipe is turned while BOTH ends are firmly secured in
place. If both ends have the same type of thread, one
end must be removed in order to shorten or lengthen
the ends.

Note: We present this information as a service
only. We encourage you to share your knowledge.
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Everything Else
The Barstow to Vegas

The Barstow to Vegas rides took place back
on November 25 and 26 of 1988. For those of
you who may not know, besides the off road
race, there is also a road ride on Saturday, and a
Dual Sport ride that takes place over two days,
on a combination of dirt and paved roads. All are
set up by AMA District 37. There were two hack
rigs on the Dual Sport, Saturday ride, this year,
one a 441 Victor Special Beezer and the other,
reportedly a Honda thumper. I only saw the latter
in passing. The BSA rig has been on at least three
runs, but this year, the hack came off out in the
desert with the crew finishing two up on the
Victor, which has a leading link front end. The
hack came to the finish in the sweep truck.

Power Sports Expo
If you attended The Anaheim, California,

Power Sports Expo, and wandered around
enough, you might have found the USCA booth,
which featured Jim Krautz's 1935 BMW rig. Jim,
Larry Alger and the editor, staffed the booth.
Doug Bingham stopped by and wanted everyone
to know that he still has T-shirts for the 17th
Annual Griffith Park Rally available, in all sizes.
Adult shirts at $12 each and kids at $10 each.
Make your check payable to Side Strider, 15838
Arminta St., Unit 25, Van Nuys, CA 91406.

SSP NEWS
And from Illinois, the SSP NEWS informs

us that back in early October of 1988, 14 people
graduated the Crystal Lake SIP course as certi-
fied sidecar instructors. MSF has recognized the
SSP by issuing a letter of recognition to Ed
Johnson for his efforts.
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Rally
Griffith Park Sidecar Rally

THE 17th ANNUAL BIG ONE LIVENS UP THE SOUTHWEST HACKERS
By Bob Anderson

October 22 and 23, 1988, saw the 17th
annual observance of Doug Bingham's sidecar
rally, in the Mineral Wells area of Griffith Park,
close to greater Los Angeles, California. Over
200 entries signed in, not to count the additional
walk-ins that always show up to look. And at
 Griffith Park, there is always a lot to look at.

While manyexcellent, current production
rigs show up, there is always the bizarre and the
nostalgic, that seem to capture the most atten-
tion. For here, is the humor, the past and the
imagination, that represent sidecarists.

As you came into the Mineral Wells Site, Sunday afternoon, this was the scene that greeted you.

Griffith Park has built up enough of a
reputation, that a video crew, for Moto World,
was on hand this year, to record some of the
combos and owners.

The famous and the infamous attend, this
year including Perry King Acton, of the Riptide
series, Jim Krautz of the mailing label series and
Larry Alger of the hot dog series (the rumors are
untrue that the Spyder T-1 will be replaced by a
sausage-body rig). They even let a few editor
types in, but then, if they didn't, who'd spread the
lies? Late Oct.'89, will be #18.
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Rally..
17th Griffith Park Sidecar Rally..

A video crew for Moto World, zeros in on hackers and hacks, while atendees look on.

Sue Elsworth in her late father's '51
Triumph/Flexi rig w/anchor rock.
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Rally..

John Munoz of Crescenta, CA, shows his fine
Velocette/Swallow rig.

17th Griffith Park Sidecar Rally..

Panther sloper single w/ Watsonian sidecar,
by Michael Harper-Smith of Tarzana, CA.

Vincent/BSA Sidecar outfit, owned by Tom
Andrus, of Burbank, California.

Earl Kelierman, or Lancaster, CA, aboard a
Harley-Davidson/Goulding combination.
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Industry News
15 Inch Wheels,
by BMW, Ft. Worth

Perry Bushong advises that he is
now set up to provide 15 inch spoked
wheels to accept auto 15 radial tires
in 135-15 or 145-15 sizes. These are
not motorcycle rims which have a
different bead diameter to fit motor-
cycle tires, but are 15 inch racing
auto rims imported from West Ger-
many.

Motorcycle tires must not be
fitted to auto rims; not can auto tires
be fitted to motorcycle rims. Some
have done this, but this practice is
strongly discouraged.

The rims can be fitted to either
the front or to the rear. The rims are
specially dimpled to allow for an
offset at the rear for maximum tire
clearance. The wheel is laced with
extra heavy duty spokes for sidecar
use.

The auto tires give phenomenal
life; the smaller rolling diameter
lowers the center of gravity for supe-
rior performance, and also increases
the gearing by around 9 to 11 percent
so stock solo gearing can be retained
without the extra expense of a special
rear end sidecar gear set.

While the unit shown is for a
BMW, this concept could easily be
extended to other spoked hubs. Cost
is around $200, but check with Perry
first.

BMW of Fort Worth, 816 South
Sylvania, Fort Worth, Texas 76111.
Or call (817) 429-2182.
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Advt

MOTO GUZZI NATIONAL OWNERS CLUB
MONTHLY NEWS LETTER OF TIPS,
STORIES RALLIES ETC. NATIONWIDE.
$18.00 for couple membership OR $19.00
FOR SINGLE MEMBERSHIP. CONTACT:
MGNOC, R.R.#1, Box 136, Ellsworth, KS
67439. (913)472-4988.

GIFTS AND COLLECTABLES.
Sculptures, steins, toys, cards, more! Color catalog
$1.00. MANX USA, Dept. M4, P.O.Box 6427, San
Mateo, CA 94403, 415-343-8660
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Rally
USCA AT AMERICADE WEST
Clarence Kessler

In September of 1988, my wife Jan, and I,
had the privilege of representing the USCA at the
second Americade, held at Estes Park, Colorado.

When we got home from the 1987 rally last
year, plans were immediately started for the
USCA to be represented in 1988. It was a consid-
erable amount of work to organize our presence,
in the form of a booth, seminar, clinic and in
having sidecars entered as a group, in the
Americade parade. All worked out well and we
had an enjoyable week. If there is a nicer rally in
the country, we do not know about it.

The booth was used by a good number of
interested motorcyclists, to pick up applications
for USCA membership, to learn about sidecars,
get a ride in one, or just plain visit with sidecar
people. Vern Goodwin helped with the booth, as
did Laurel Donnafield, from Hot Springs, South
Dakota. Janet Kessler did nearly all the planning
and organizing of the display and banners, that
were used at the booth.

The USCA participated in the Americade
Treasure Hunt. Jan made up a display of 12
sidecar pictures. Four brands had duplicates in
the display. The question visitors had to answer,
was the actual number of brands shown, which
was eight. It made those interested in the Trea-
sure Hunt, study pictures of sidecars and caused
them to ask questions about sidecar models and
brands.

The USCA gave out two sets of manuals
through the Americade Drawing, held during the
Rally. Correct answers to the Treasure Hunt
questions, was the way the participants could get
their names entered in the drawing. The drawings
were ongoing events throughout the time of the
Rally, which made it difficult to find out who
was the winner of a particular prize, or prizes
such as our manuals. We did find out that one of
our winners was Dan Lucking, of Champlin,
Minnesota.

Vern Goodwin, and visitor, at USCA booth. Vern's rig (Kaw 1000/Goodwin) won second place
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Rally..

The seminar was something new to me.
Fortunately, I have been to a number of seminars
and had a good idea of what to present, and was
prepared with a format of basic sidecar informa-
tion. There was a little concern over filling a
whole hour, but as it turned out, the interest from
those attending kept us going longer than we had
planned, and we actually ran out of time. Vern
Goodwin was of considerable help in answering
questions on some of the specific points of
sidecar mountings.

Long Distance Sidecar Award was given to
a deserving couple from Castle Rock, -Washing-
ton. George and Martha Mc Clure, Had covered
a lot of miles to attend Americade, and be part of
the sidecar group.

They also suffered a traumatic experience
when we borrowed their sidecar outfit without
their knowledge, and entered it in the sidecar
judging. We were a couple of outfits short of the
required number, to have a showing. Some
sidecarists we had expected to enter, were late
getting back from a tour. Vern Goodwin spotted
the Mc Clures' hack, while I was driving Barbie
Ferrin's outfit down to the line-up, while she
made a hurried effort to get forms filled out in
the office. As we were now only one outfit short,
we rolled George and Martha's Aspencade and
California I down, and I quickly entered it in the
contest.

Knowing they would be wearing bright red
T-shirts, I planned to spot them before they
missed their outfit, and tell them it was entered
in the judging. Next thing I knew, a couple with
very worried looks were in front of me. Turns out
to be the Mc Clures, looking for their hack and
wearing blue T-shirts. There was some fast
talking and apologies were in order. George and
Martha were understanding and George was
most upset that he had not been able to wash his
outfit before it was shown. Good folks, and we
appreciate their understanding why we took their
nice looking outfit.

Long distance winners, George and Martha
Mc Clure, with their 1984 GoldWing/

California Sidecar combo.

The first place winner in the Sidecar Judg-
ing, was a 1982 Honda GoldWing, with match-
ing California I Sidecar, owner by Jeff and Mary
Thornton, from Mesquite, Texas. The outfit was
well dressed out, with jet airplanes in flight,
painted over the black and silver colormatched
combination. Second place went to Vern
Goodwin's Kawasaki 1000 and matching white
Goodwin Sidecar.

The Americade Staff made us feel welcome.
They treated us like part of the family. Patti
Nelson, the Tour-Expo Director, made arrange-
ments for us to have the sidecars entered towards
the front of the parade, with the award winners
leading the sidecars.

Being part of the USCA effort at Americade
West, was a pleasant and rewarding experience.
We owe thanks to Patti Nelson, and the staff, for
making it so. We are planning to be there next
year and hope more of the United Sidecar Asso-
ciation members can be there with us.

USCA AT AMERICADE WEST..
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Tollways
TOLLWAYS REVISITED

The tollways are at it again. You may recall
that about ten years ago I took on and did battle
against the nations tollways on your behalf. The
problem is that the third wheel is not precisely
and exactly in line with the rear wheel. No, it is
not a problem with the tollways, nor even of the
directors of the tollways. It is the toll booth
collectors that make the problems for us because
they do not or will not understand either the
directives of the directors, or how their own
equipment operates.

Many tollways operate on the basis that the
toll collectors lay awake at night dreaming of
ways to rip off the system, what with so much
loose change passing through their hands. They
will not even let the collector see what the
computer records because if they do they may
find a way to beat the system. So at the end of
the day or shift their loose change must equal
what the computer shows. If they are short they
must make it right so it comes out of their pock-
ets. If they are long, I leave it to your judgement
of where the excess goes. Is there such a thing as
an individual toll collector's Xmas or retirement
fund? The point is, if there is any doubt the edge
is given to the tollways.

Most systems today using the 4-buried line
system are so designed that any vehicle can
approach at an angle of 14 degrees and still the
counter will only count a single axle, not count
each wheel as it comes across a line. This trans-
lates to allowing the sidecar wheel to be able to
lead the rear wheel by up to 8 inches and still
only a single axle count is ever recorded.

The sidecar wheel, normally being closer to
the rear wheel, is to the counter the equivalent to
a single axle crossing at an angle.

Only a single count is recorded. Few know
this. Certainly NOT the average toll collector. All
tollways have now recognized this and have
agreed to charge a uniform rate for motorcycles
and cars. But the collectors keep changing and
the new ones are not given the full story so it

educate and re-educate the tollways over and
over and over again.

The only way we can get them to listen is by
your letters and complaints. It seems they are
slipping again. I can only act in direct response to
your complaints as I cannot travel on all your
tollways. Send in your complaints over the past
two years on any tollway that has ripped you off.

The rippoff is whenever they charge you at a
rate MORE than what they charge a car.

Ohio Tollway
The most recent is the Ohio Tollway which

charges you at the class 1 rate, yet our members
say they are being charged at the commercial
class 2 rate, and have shown me their toll re-
ceipts to back up their story. The Ohio turnpike
has re-issued a notice to its toll collectors to the
effect that only a class 1 ticket is to be issued.
That should take care of that problem.

Note: This does not apply if you are pulling
a trailer. A trailer rate is normally in effect on
most turnpikes although a few allow a motor-
cycle with a trailer to pass at the Class 1 rate. We
will NOT make an issue of the trailer, only if a
sidecar unit is involved!
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Tollways..
New Jersey Turnpike.

I was quite disturbed to read of Roger
Canfield's experience on the New Jersey Turn-
pike. We owe them an apology, and they us.
Again, that issue had been resolved in 1980 and
reaffirmed in 1986. The New Jersey Turnpike
Authority is more paranoid about internal ripoffs
than other turnpikes so they insist on charging us
the THREE axle rate at the exit gate, and the toll
collector is to give  the sidecarist a toll receipt,
and  a postage  paid/pre-addressed  envelope.

The driver is also to be advised to forward
the receipt to the Authority along with name and
address and vehicle registration number for a toll
adjustment.

The system has broken down - let’s fix it
It is obvious that the system has broken

down, again. It costs the Authority about $ 30 to
process the $ 3 refund but that is the way they
want it to "protect the integrity of the Authority".
Only by your support in letters and by contacting
your officials can we get justice. Do not hassle
the toll collectors. They are only doing their job.
If you do not pay the correct toll as they interpret
it you are putting yourself against the law and we
cannot condone that practice.

Pay the toll as requested. Get the relevant
details, such as the toll collector's name, badge
number, supervisor, date, time, booth number,
authority, etc, and send to yours truly. Believe me
when I say there are few in this country who
know as much about the tollways as myself. But
do not hassle the toll collectors.

Let's have your complaints so we can
prevent this rippoff.

Hal Kendall

NY STATE THRUWAY
AUTHORITY

Enclosed is a letter I wrote to Mr. Mario
Cuomo, the Governor of the State of New York,
concerning the New York State Thruway classifi-
cation of sidecars as 3 axled-Class II vehicles.

Also enclosd is a copy of a reply to my
letter, written by Mr. John H. Shafer, the Execu-
tive Director of the New York State Thruway
Authority.

I hope you will have the space necessary to
include them in the SIDECARIST journal, so
sidecarists using the New York State Thruway
(190) will not be over charged by an uninformed
toll booth operator.

I recommend, as Mr. John H. Shafer recom-
mended to me, that our members make a copy of
the letter and carry it with them whenever they
intend to drive on the New York State Thruway.

Any member who would like to use all or
any portion of my letter for the purpose of
correcting a similar injustice in their area may
feel free to do so.

In an effort to reach as many sidecarists as
possible, I am sending a similar package of
letters to Jim Dodson, editor of HACK'D maga-
zine, and Vi Shanks, editor of the Canadian
Sidecar Owners Club's newsletter, THE CHAIR.

Sincerely,

Donald Oosterveen #40150 Rochester, NY
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Tollways..

 NJ TOLL

COLLECTION
BULLETIN
9243-801231
SUBJECT: Motorcycles with Sidecars
DATE: December 31, 1980

All motorcycles are normally classi-
fied as Class #1 vehicles. In addition all
motorcycles with sidecars whose wheel is
in alignment with the rear wheel of the
motorcycle are also classified as Class #1
vehicles.

As there are now a number of motor-
cycles with sidecars whose wheel is not in
alignment with the rear wheel of the motor-
cycle, these must be classified Class #3
vehicles to. account for the extra recorded
axle.

Effective this date on exit all such
Class #3 classifications are to be charged
the regular Class #3 rate. Upon payment
the driver is to be given:

1) a toll receipt in the amount of payment.

2) a postage paid/pre-addressed envelope.
(same envelope used for patrons without
funds)

The driver is to be advised to forward the
receipt to the Authority along with name
and address and vehicle registration
number for a toll adjustment.

Robert E. Ramsen

Director, Toll Collection

227 Judy Ann Drive, Rochester, NY 14616
September 29, 1988
Governor of New York State
Mr. Mario M. Cuomo
Executive Chambers, Albany, NY,12224
Dear Sir:

I drive a 1987 Honda Gold Wing motorcycle with a
Wadsonian sidecar. The total weight for the combined motor-
cycle and sidecar is approximately one thousand (1,000)
pounds.

This summer, every time my family and I have traveled
on the New York State Thruway with the motorcycle/sidecar
rig, we have been charged a Class II rate because the axle on
the sidecar does not line up with the rear axle of the motor-
cycle, thus making it a vehicle with more than two axles.

I assume that the class of a vehicle is directly related to
the potential of that vehicle to do damage to the road. I can
also understand why it is assumed that a vehicle with more
than two axles will be ladened with more weight, which is one
of many causes of road damage. But regardless of the place-
ment of the axles, my thousand pound motorcycle/sidecar rig
should not be considered a Class II vehicle.

This whole issue came to a head last weekend when I
drove on Interstate 90 from Sturbridge, Massachusetts to
Rochester, New York. While on the Mass. Pike (190), my
motorcycle/sidecar rig was considered a Class I vehicle. As
soon as I entered my home state, my vehicle was considered a
Class II vehicle.

During this summer's travels, many of the New York
State toll booth operators were sympathetic and did not
understand why my rig should be considered a Class II, but
with a shrug of their shoulders and an apology, they had to
charge me the higher rate.

I am writing your office because I have no idea who can
resolve this issue. I have tried the Thruway Authority and even
local Toll booth personnel, but they either don't know whom I
can contact, or the problem is not their responsibility.

I realize that this issue is of little consequence in
the affairs of state, but on behalf of myself, the other
resident sidecarists in our state, and the many sidecar-
ists who visit our state as tourists, I am asking your
office can give in this matter.

Sincerely,    Donald Oosterveen.
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Tollways..
WILLIAM C HENNESSY CHAIRMAN  GENEVIEVE M STAROSCIAK VICE CHAIRMAN

NEW YORK STATE THRUWAY NEW YORK AUTHORITY

200 SOUTHERN BOULEVARD, ALBANY. NY 12209      DIRECTOR PHONE. AREA CODE (516) 436-2900

October 11, 1988

Mr. Donald Oosterveen
227 Judy Ann Drive
Rochester, New York 14616

Dear Mr. Oosterveen:

Governor Cuomo has asked me to reply to your letter of
September 29, 1988, concerning the toll classification of
motorcycles on the Thruway.

The primary criteria for our toll classification system is the
number of axles and tires on a vehicle. However, the physical
limitations of our validating and recording equipment make it
impossible to establish a separate classification for each type of
vehicle. We must, of necessity, place vehicles of different physical
characteristics, with equal axle value and of similar general use in
the same vehicle class. Motorcycles, passenger cars, pickup trucks, and
other two-axle vehicles, generally used for transporting people or
light loads are combined in Class 1, the lowest Thruway toll
classification. Although a sidecar may require extra axle indication by the
collector, no additional toll is charged. Motorcycles with trailers are
classified as Class 2 vehicles together with other Class 1 vehicles
with 1 axle trailers and are charged the appropriate Class 2 toll.

I regret that from your report Thruway Toll Collectors have
incorrectly classified your vehicle as Class 2 in error. I have
requested our Bureau of Finance to issue a refund check to you for the
$4.45 in additional tolls which were collected on your most recent trip
from Canaan (Mass. Line) to Rochester Exit #46.

I appreciate the opportunity your letter provided to review our
classification of your vehicle and take appropriate action to prevent a
recurrence. I suggest that you may find it convenient to carry a copy of
my response to you which should eliminate the

. possibility of confusion and subsequent overcharge on the part of our
employees in the future.

Please accept our apology for any embarrassment or inconvenience
as a result of our collector’s errors. I hope that your future trips on
the Thruway will be pleasant and without incident.
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O/S Contacts
AMICALES
SIDECARESISTE ASF

We now receive some very interesting
sidecar magazines from France. England, Japan,
Norway, Finland, and Sweden which we would
like to share with you in the spirit of sidecar
brotherhood. But there is a BIG problem.

I have but a passing knowledge in English,
and that is my BEST language.

If you are fairly good at one of the above
languages please let me know so we can improve
our international relations. We are most in need
of a person who can help us French as we also
receive a French antique motorcycle newspaper
which often has very good articles, we think. Do
not worry if your English is not so good, nor are
we looking for exact or literal translations. Just
what are the bones of the articles.

If you can help, please drop a line to the
Pres or to the Editor.

According to Thouret Marc of the ASF, the
French Sidecar Club, they have 650 members,
and they can pick from 40 sidecar manufacturers.

One manufacturer, Plastiques Armes, builds
five models selling from 14500 to 18500 francs,
about the same as we would pay in the USA
(from $2500 to $3000). The styles are really neat.

Notes from Norway, the NSK
by Svein Borgevsen, Skein

We had our annual general meeting in
September, '88. Our membership includes 120
sidecarists and our Committee.

Our Jumbo Run near Trondelag was very
successful this year. Over thirty sidecarists
from West Germany, Sweden, and Norway.

In summer we have a week long sidecar
festival (from Wednesday to Wednesday) with
full fami participation, adults, children and dogs.
It is very nice.

We are not allowed to pull trailer behind a
motorcycle i Norway.. We have been working o
this for several years.

It will soon be time to prepay for the
Krystall Rally for 1989. It is a difficult drive for
450 km (280 miles) with temperatures between -
15 to -25 degrees C (5 to -13 degrees F). It is
very cold! You are invited.

Lief Arnesen, the rally organizer, is a dedi-
cated sidecarist and a member since 1974. His
1968 BMW has travelled over 700,000 kms
(437,500 miles).

The 1989 Jumbo Run will be on Whitsun at
Vikersund, about 70 km from Oslo.

Svien Borgevsen, Hoyasveien 28, N-3700
Skien, Norway, Foreign Contact Person.

NOTES FROM SOUTH
AFRICA
By Jay Gooder

We organized the South African Sidecar
Association on January 7th, 1988, and have a
membership of 32 in Johannesburgh alone.

Our mixed bag of sidecars includes
Watsonains, and locally built Bikemates, Air
Age's, and the leaning Flexit's.

My outfit is a 1977 Suzuki 750cc, two-
stroke triple, with an Air Age chair. The bike is
standard in every way. At 121 kph (75 mph),
with an 18 liter (4.5 gal.) tank, I can make about
190 km (120 mi.) before refueling.
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Manufacturers & Services
Business Cards

Rates per year are
$30.00 for USCA members
(include member #) and $50.00
for non-members for 8 issues.
Send in US funds to Marge Ann
Wimpee, 390 Hallson Lane,
Ben Lomond, CA 95005.
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Coming Events
January 21, Southern California Sidecar Experience, Check Your Rig Day, with Jim and

John, at Van Nuys, California. Meet at Sidestrider, 15838 Arminta St. at 10:00a.m. till
whenever. Information: Jim (818)366-3179 or Sidestrider (818)780-5542. February 18-
20, Brass Monkey Sidecar Rally, Death Valley, California. 16th Annual non-event, at
Texas Spring, Furnace Creek area. Information: Dave Tenpenny (602)883-8275. [Note;
there is now a $5.00 per vehicle entry fee in Death Valley National Monument in addi-
tion to campground costs.]

February 26, Southern California Sidecar Experience, Malibu Beach Ride, Agoura,
California. Meet at 9:00a.m. for breakfast. Ride leaves at 11:00a.m. from the Rock Store,
Mulholland Hwy. near Kanan Rd. Information: Jim (818)3663179.

March 12, Southern California Sidecar Experience, Newcomes Ranch Ride, Sunland,
California. Leave at 10:00a.m. from Bob's Big Boy,east of 1210 fwy. Early dinner at end.
Information: Jim (818)366-3179.

April 1, Southern California Sidecar Experience, 2nd Annual Pinnacle Peak Dinner Ride,
San Dimas, California. Information: Jim (818)366-3179.

April 23, Southern California Sidecar Experience, Frazier Park/Ojai, California, ride.
Meet at 8:00a.m. at Accessories Unlimited. Information: Jim (818)3179.

May 20, Southern California Sidecar Experience, Solvang, California, Brunch Ride. Leave
Donut Inn, Balboa Burbank Blvd. at 8:30a.m. for ride to Mustard Seed Restaurant. Infor-
mation: Jim (818)366-3179.

June 18, Southern California Sidecar Experience, BBQ and Picnic with Sidecar Friends at
Mike Colburg's House in Sun Valley, California. Meet at Bobs Big Boy, Sunland Blvd.,
east of 1210 fwy at noon, for short, scenic ride. Call Mike if you're attending, at
(818)504-9332.

June 22-25, USCA 11th National Rally, Stone Mountain Park, Georgia. Information:
S.A.S.E. to Larry Lehr, 2444 Swanson Ct., Murietta, GA 30066, or see ad in this issue.

July 4, Southern California Sidecar Experience, Parade and BBQ, Newhall, California.
Meet at Carls Junior, Hwy. 14 & San Fernando Rd., at 8:00a.m. Bring your own main
course for BBQ at John and Sues, afterwards. Information: Jim (818)366-3179.

August 7-13, 49th Annual Black Hills Motor Classic, Sturgis, South Dakota.

August 11-13, Sierra Sidecar Spectacular VIII at County Fairgrounds, Mariposa, Califor-
nia. Information: Dan Doyle, 1310 Gold Rush Way,  Penryn, CA 95663. (916)663-2201.

Next Deadline: March 1, if your sidecar event is to be in issue #3; 15 April to 31 May,
or later.
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Classifieds
Sidecarist Classifieds are $4 for members and
$5 for non-members for two issues.

1st Time Ads
For Sale:
Harley-Davidson sidecar FLH, 1983 mint shape,

windshield, sidecar cover, carpeted interior.
$1,500.00. G. E. Stevens, 6705 Wilburn Dr.,
Capitol Heights, MD 20743. (202)397-5876.

1974 BMW R60/6 with 1986 Velorex. Heavy-
duty subframe, cycle is blue with color-
matched “S” fairing. $2,200.00/B0. Steve
Isleib, 611 Main Street, Batavia, IL 60510.
(312)406-1430.

1976 Ural sidecar with mts for HD 74 & 80
1965-82 all. Metal spare tire & mt. Trunk in
rear, new paint & int. Windshield, head, run &
tail lights. $1,000.00 or best offer. Contact
Doug, 115 N. 25 St., Newark, OH (614)344-
3922.

Watsonian Palma child/adult sidecar. Convertible
canopy, roll-bar, stereo speakers, mounts,
custom paint pinstripes, child seatbelt
$1,595.00 OBO. David Forsyth, 4359 Serena
Ave., Oceanside, CA 92056. (619)941-9273.

1981 Honda GL1100 with Vetter sidecar. Color
matched, sandy beige. 37,000 miles, new
pipes, excellent condition. $3,995.00. Janie
Mc Neese, Rt.1, Box 1539, Hemphill, TX
75948. (409)625-4638.

'80 Spyder T1, gastank, light and Brooklands
windscreen, on a '84 Honda V65 Sabre, Red/
black, $4,000.00. Will sell separate. Mary
Wenzel, 210 Monte Via/P.O. Box 614, Oak
View, CA 93022. (805)649-1263.

1984 Calif. Sidecar Friendship with top,
sidewindows, 7 gal. fuel tank, easy entry tilt
nose, with 1984 Honda VF1100, Hang 2 seat,
bags, perfect cond. $3,500.00. 11,000 miles.
G.W. Meese, 6022 San Miguel Rd., Bonita,
CA 92002. (619)479-4995.

Wanted:
Sidecar- Velorex or other inexpensive unit.

Need immediately. Ed Jory, P.O. Box 193,
Greenwood,DE 19950. (302)349-4405 or
(302)349-4882.

Sidecar mounting hardwear, for 1980 Vespa
P200. Must be clean, complete & original.
Terry Propst, P.O. Box 8932, Houston, TX
77009.

2nd Time Ads
For Sale:
Bingham Mark I Sidecar, black fiberglass body.

Windshield, tonneau cover, quality lights and
harness. George Carter, 17 Myrtle Ct.,
Petaluma, CA 94952. (707)763-2008

$600/offer. 1952 Steib S500 sidecar, 2nd owner,
goodupholstery windshield, original
fittings,Nate Weiss, 6154 Haas St., La Mesa,
CA 92042. (619)461-1077.

$1,685.00. White, good tire. Nate Weiss, 6154
Haas St., La Mesa, CA 92042. (619)461-1077.

1983 H-D FXRT $3,995.00. 1986 H-D Factory
sidecar $2,500.00 or together $6,200.00. Black
& trim gold. Bud Burbeck, 704 No. 15th St.,
Moorhead, MN 56560. (218)233-6766.

Unusual motorcycle gifts for your favorite biker.
Gifts include: Replica antique sidecar toys,
Biker teddy bear, wire sculptures, post cards,
pins, more! Manx USA. P.O. Box 3193, Dept.
M-4, San Mateo, CA 94403. (415)343-8660.

Unit leading-link fork, set up for GL650 but can
be adapted to many others. Avon "sidecar"
3.50x19 front tire  GL650 subframe. Write or
phone: Harvey Cohen, 49 Sutton Place,
Middletown, NJ 07748. (201)6718025.

1977 Goldwing/Cal. Friendship. 27K, $2,900.00.
Vetter Fairing, Krausers, Diamond Seat, fork
brace, more. VG cond. Joe Grant, 6721
Haycock Rd., Falls Church, VA 22043.
(703)532-5242.
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2nd Time Ads..
For Sale..:
1984 1200A, Beige in color with matching Calif.

Sidecar. Immaculate/garaged/convertable top
type 3 sterio CB/Markland accessories/47K/
sharp/firm/$6,800.00.

Carrol J. Stonebraker, 305 W. Mayberry, Hemet,
CA 92343. (714)658-9266.

1981 Honda GW Interstate w/'83 Cal. Sidecar.
Stereo CB. Floorboard, alarm, luggage racks,
lots of chrome. 27,000 mi. New

Batt & tires, many extras. $4,500.00. Lionel
Mattos, 1451 Corte De Rosa, San Jose, CA
95120.(408)268-7766.

Wanted:
For BMW R100/7: Sidecar for under $1,000.00.

Frank Bortle, 6603 Ingram Rd., San Antonio,
TX 78238. (512)680-1800.

Sidecar with fittings for Honda 400. Charles
Herrick, 20 Ridgewood Ave., North Haven,
CT 06473. (203)248-6394.

Classifieds..
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